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Develop programs to fit any budget, increase revenue
and show appreciation. 

Custom products designed to compliment each
properties unique brand.

An engraving system crafted for both guest-facing and
back-of-house applications, offering comprehensive
functionality and user-friendly operation for on-demand
personalization.
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Custom design and timeline schedules to assure your
budget and deadline. 
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TAKE A 
MOMENT
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TO MAKE A
MOMENT
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PROGRAMS
Implementing loyalty,
appreciation, and foot traffic
programs is a strategic
approach to boost revenue,
demonstrate brand growth, and
authentically execute a
streamlined path to success.
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PROGRAMS

Ideal for memberships, corporate events,
weddings, and association meetings, our
package includes an engraver and 500 units.
Enjoy the added benefit of adding a
personalized touch to meeting and event
planning.

Tailored for loyalty programs, VIP experiences,
group sales, and retail, our offering includes
an engraver and 1,000 units. Enjoy the
advantages of increased revenue and the
ability to express immediate gratitude
through on-the-spot personal gifting.

Designed for efficiently directing traffic around your
property, introducing new areas, and guiding guests
to retail opportunities. Our packages includes an
engraver and enough units to execute your program
successfully. . Experience the benefits of increased
revenue and enhanced foot traffic to all sectors of
your hotel.
Available Packages

THAT THRIVE
LOYALTY 
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1

APPRECIATION

FOOT TRAFFIC 1, 2 & 3
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PRODUCTS

Jupiter's bespoke products
seamlessly align with your brand
and aspirations. Immerse
yourself in the high quality, one-
of-a-kind items that are
universally appreciated by all
fortunate recipients.
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Bespoke luggage tags enhance
individuality, adding a distinctive
touch and easy identification to
every piece.

Metal | Full Color Options | Strap Choice

LUGGAGE TAGS

WINE CHARMS

BAG TAGS

UNIQUE & CUSTOM

WWW.JUPITERANDCOMPANY.COM

Bag tags can unify teams,
categorize memberships, and
showcase sponsorships with
personalized style.

Metal | Full Color Options | Strap Choice

Commemorative tokens and coins
are vital, serving as cherished
symbols to express gratitude and
appreciation sincerely.

Metal | Full Color Options | Strap Choice

TOKENS/ COINS
Wine charm are delightful gifts for
wine nights or retail, adding a
touch of elegance and
personalization.

Metal | Full Color Options | Strap Choice
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ZIPPER PULLS 

MEDALS LUXURY LEATHER

KEYCHAINS

QUALITY & FUN
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Zipper pulls are seeing a growing
trend in tennis and pickle ball,
offering stylish distinctions as the
craze intensifies.

Metal | Full Color Options | Strap Choice

Keychains endure in importance,
symbolizing car purchases or valet
support, embodying a timeless
connection despite technological
shifts.
Metal | Full Color Options | Strap Choice

Medals are indispensable in events
and races, they embody
achievement and commemorate
milestones, making each occasion
memorable.

Metal | Full Color Options | Strap Choice

Elevate metal products with a
luxurious leather exterior, adding a
touch of sophistication and refined
elegance.

Metal | Full Color Options | Strap Choice

Heather Mackay
Leather &
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NAME BADGES

LOCKER TAGS

GUEST PLAQUES

DISPLAY & ATTENTION

PROPERTY NEEDS
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Hotel gallery and retail spaces can
achieve a cohesive aesthetic with

consistent displays and pricing for
a seamless, elegant experience.

Placing a personal plaque in every
VIP room fosters family-like
inclusion, creating a warm,

cherished atmosphere.

Personalized locker tags make
members feel special, fostering a

sense of belonging and
camaraderie within the group.

Immediate engraving and
distribution of name badges

upon hiring fosters instant team
integration and builds a sense of

security. 



SIMPLE & CLEAN
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TECHNOLOGY

While the option for on-demand
personalization is available for
all our products, we understand
that not every occasion requires
it. Nonetheless, having the
choice to personalize is what will
set you apart!
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ALL INCLUSIVE DIAMOND DRAG

CUSTOMIZABLE

EASY & PROPIETARY
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This 10 lb diamond drag system
incorporates seamlessly integrated
technology, software, and a user-
friendly interface. The package
includes a keyboard and mouse for
a comprehensive experience.

Diamond drag engraving is an
odorless, mess-free, and chemical-
free process, offering precise
surface scratching for a clean and
environmentally friendly
customization process.

Personalize the Jupiter
Engraving Station with your
brand's saying or logo to
enhance guest-facing
experiences. Additionally,
we can incorporate your
brand font for added
customization value.



TECH & PRODUCT
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SUPPORT

Jupiter and Company ensures
comprehensive technology
support and guarantees our
products meet your standards.
Enjoy a full warranty on the
engraving station with exclusive
use with the Jupiter and
Company product line.
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DESIGNS & TIMELINES
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PRODUCT DESIGN SHIPPING & PACKAGING

TIME LINES
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Collaborate with our team to
craft distinctive, on-brand
products tailored to your
specifications and vision.

Our competitive pricing encompasses
shipping to your property, keeping it
simple. Jupiter's products ship in
reusable, sustainable packaging, with
no additional cost.

The initial Jupiter Engraving
Station packages are shipped
with included training within
a 6-8 week timeline. Our
product and reorder timeline
is 3-5 weeks.
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